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Conventions are not just a 

place for fans to meet the 

actors or buy merchandise. 

They are a place for people to 

come together and have fun. 

They give fans a community, 

centered around a common 

frame of reference, regardless 

of where they come from or 

what language they speak. 

Cons are a place for fans to 

become part of what they love.



insight:
When you’re a fan, you know the references and 

you get the jokes. The fandom is important to you, 

and you want to be important to it.



solution:
Use inside jokes to remind fans they’re not just 

observers. They know this world because they’re 

already part of it. They belong.



brand identity:







secondary
mark:



colors:
black | white



visual style:
Minimal and largely text-driven, but may include 

an iconic all black or all white image. Illustration 

is favored over photography, however where they 

are needed, photographs should be high contrast 

in black and white.



type:
helvetica neue 
75 bold

helvetica neue 85 heavy*

helvetica neue 65 medium*

helvetica neue 65 medium italic*

helvetica neue 55 roman*

helvetica neue 56 italic*

*as needed for body copy and web



language:

referential
fun
empowering
inviting



manifesto:

For the fans of Supernatural, 

joining the hunt is about 

finding the place where you 

belong. It’s about surrounding 

yourself with others who are 

part of this same special club, 

who love the things you love. 

It’s about facing demons with 

your brothers and sisters, 

and doing it with humor and 

wit. Because as a part of this 

fandom, you are not alone, 

you’re family. And family don’t 

end in blood.



marketing
strategy:



social media:

As a niche group, marketing  

will be focused where the  

fandom lives: on the internet. 

The Supernatural fan community  

primarily interacts via Tumblr, so 

this is where the viral campaign 

will be centered. Instead of 

conventional print posters, a 

series of gifs and memes will 

be shared on our Tumblr page. 

These can then be reblogged, 

downloaded, and printed by 

fans at home or on their phones.



















website:

The website will support the 

social media campaign with 

more detailed information 

about the convention. Fans 

and attendees can purchase 

passes, learn which celebrity 

guests will be appearing, and 

view the schedule of events to 

plan out their day.





convention:





mobile app:

The mobile app will provide 

up to date information on 

navigation to the venue, a map 

of the venue, event schedule, 

and information on the 

celebrity guests appearing at 

the convention.









schedule spread and cover photos







the supernatural
fandom is…

friendship.
fraternity.
family.



join us.join us.


